
ISEC7 Group announCES partnErShIp 
wIth Q2Con

German mobile business specialist joins forces with Danish consulting expert to   bring groundbreaking Mobility for SAP solution to the Scandinavian market.

prESS rELEaSE

HAMburG/ GloStruP, AuGuSt 16, 2012

today, leading German mobile business specialist, ISEC7 Group, has announced a strategic partnership with 
the Danish consultancy company, Q2con. Specialised in SAP business consulting, with a profound expertise 
in mobile SAP, Q2con will exclusively market the renowned ISEC7 Mobility for SAP solutions in Denmark, 
Norway, Sweden and Finland. together, the partners aim to increase Scandinavian market awareness in 
ISEC7’s groundbreaking solutions that mobilise all SAP data without the need of costly middleware. 

ISEC7 CFo, roger Dost comments, “We are thrilled to have such a renowned business consultancy firm 
specialising in mobile SAP take interest in our soluti-
on. this not only reinforces the confidence we hold in 
Mobility for SAP, but also extends possibilities for us 
in the Scandinavian market. We are looking forward to 
sharing our extensive industry knowledge with Q2con. 
together we will enable Scandinavian businesses to 
mobilise their SAP data at reasonable cost.”

Q2con CEo Simon Nielsen adds, “As a SAP business 
consulting specialist, we are always aware of both the 
key players and quality providers of mobile solutions 
in this area. With ISEC7’s Mobility for SAP, we have the 
exciting opportunity to provide our clients with the 
best mobile solutions.”

As a distinguished pioneer in the business mobility mar-
ket, ISEC7 has developed a range of proven solutions. Mobility for SAP has been internationally recognised 
for its mobile access to SAP data. It is the leading SAP-certified solution to access and work SAP data from 
smartphones and tablets. the solution offers flexible customisation whilst remaining easy to implement. 
Compared to other SAP mobile solutions, Mobility for SAP is cost effective, as it requires no further midd-
leware. In addition to Mobility for SAP, ISEC7 is also the developer of the multi-award winning all-inclusive 
MDM solution b*Nator. 

ISEC7 Group is a global provider of service and software solutions 
in the field of mobility. 
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about ISEC7

ISEC7 Group is a global provider of service and software solutions in the field of mobility. the company 
was one of the first movers in mobilizing company and business processes. today, ISEC7 counts several 
renowned companies as committed customers. the company continually invests in the evaluation and 
development of new technologies. the ISEC7 solutions, such as b*Nator and Mobility for SAP have proven 
to be groundbreaking in the mobility sector. b*Nator, a comprehensive globally applicable Mobile Device 
Management solution, has been presented the „Most Innovative Enterprise Application“ by blackberry. 
Mobility for SAP allows access to any SAP backend without additional middleware. ISEC7 was founded in 
Hamburg in 2003. the company operates globally with offices in Germany, uSA, Switzerland, Spain and 
brazil.

about Q2Con

Q2con is an independent and fast growing Danish consultancy company located in Glostrup, Denmark. 
It aims to support the full range of business processes needed for businesses to stay ahead. As a best of 
breed specialist, Q2con focuses primarily on SAP CrM, SAP media and mobility. the consultancy engages 
with strong, market leading best of breed vendors in order to support areas outside their own focus capa-
bilities. Q2con takes responsibility in all phases of a customer project – from the initial phases of business 
consulting and analysing, to the point of the project going live, training, support, and continuous business 
improvement. 
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